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Every synagogue on German soil remains a memorial.
It is a sign of guilt and an indication of the need for regret and repentance.
Hans Geisler, Saxony Minister of Social Affairs
Excerpt from his speech at the opening of the synagogue in July 1997,
with the participation of Yehudi Menuhin and the Sinfonia Varsovia.

A kind of modernism explicitly based on “tradition” rose to preeminence in Germany before the First World War. This modernism represented an idea that all
design disciplines were defined by a long evolutionary adaptation of form to the
social practices of the user, and stood against the idea of design as expressive art.
This modern traditionalism had its origins in the German design reforms of around
1890, saw itself as a branch of the British Arts and Crafts movement, and was
tempered by a reaction against the related but opposed “new style” movements
of around 1900 such as the Jugendstil and the art nouveau. The movement flowered
in the hands of architects like Hermann Muthesius, Fritz Schumacher, and Theodor
Fischer … A number of similar-minded architects followed their lead (sometimes in
rather different directions) including ... Lossow & Kühne …
Erik Martin Ghenoiu
“Tradition” as Modernism in German Architecture and Urban Design, 1888–1918
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ל־ה ַע ִּֽמים׃
ָ ית־ּת ִפ ָּלה יִ ָּק ֵרא ְל ָכ
ְ
יתי ֵּב
ִ ִּכי ֵב
ז:ישעיהו נ״ו
For My house will be called a house of prayer for all nations.
Isaiah 56:7

Postcard Görlitz Synagogue, circa 1912, Charleston Libraries
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Foreword
The “New Synagogue” on Otto-Mueller-Street in Görlitz, Germany, at the Polish border, is a uniquely wonderful neoclassical construction, built between 1909 and 1911. Since then it has been called the Neue Synagoge,
to distinguish it from the Alte Synagoge on Langen Street in Görlitz, consecrated in 1853.
This book, largely based on the German version Die Neue Görlitzer Synagoge, published in summer of 2021,
focuses on recent history, particularly since the synagogue’s reopening in 2008. Like most synagogues under
the Third Reich, the Görlitz Synagogue was set on fire on November 9, 1938. However, the fire was extinguished in time to avoid major structural damage. Therefore, the Görlitz Synagogue is one of the extremely
few surviving examples of synagogue architecture in this part of Germany. After the Synagogen-Gemeinde
(the Jewish Community of Görlitz) was forced to sell the land to the Nazi Stadtrat (city council) for a tiny
fraction of its value, they were dissolved on the eve of World War II. After the war, the occupying Red Army
reassigned ownership of the synagogue to the tiny Jewish Community of Dresden, 100 km to the west.
But since the means of that small community of Holocaust survivors were insufficient to manage the former
House of God from a distance, the decision was reached by the Dresden board in 1953 to sell the synagogue to the by-then socialist city of Görlitz.
The sale was signed by both parties in August of 1957, but due to the Stadtrat then reneging on their own
terms of agreement, the exchange of ownership and legal sale wasn’t closed until November of 1963.
The Stadtrat – the new legal owners of the synagogue – lacking money, personnel and expertise regarding
what could be done with the building, had no clear path to preserve the structure, or even to create a concept
for its later use – nor were they particularly willing to be influenced from advice outside the city. Decades of
discussions led to few results – for many years the building was used solely as a storage space for city theater props. The synagogue fell into disrepair. Through years of neglect, a portion of the roof caved in, threatening a complete roof collapse. Only then did the discussions begin in City Hall about whether the building
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should be saved – or demolished. The majority preferred preservation. After extensive internal water damage,
the roof was repaired, and the synagogue survived. Somehow. Again, decades of inaction passed. After German reunification in 1990, the Görlitz city council grudgingly recognized the value of the building under their
care. But it wasn’t until 2006, when no more than 20 people could safely enter the building simultaneously,
that serious discussions commenced about the future of the Görlitz Synagogue.
On November 9, 2008, the 70th anniversary of Kristallnacht, the synagogue was finally reopened with great
ceremony to accommodate 230 visitors. In 2012, the house of worship was declared a “nationally valuable
cultural monument” – and thus qualified for additional renovation funds. The synagogue was then closed
for years of renovation. During this time, the women’s section was repaired and restored, adding 80 seats.
As of 2021, there are now over 300 seats in the main hall. The synagogue originally accommodated 500
worshipers. Final restoration work was completed during the spring of 2021, the key to the synagogue was
handed over to the Kulturforum Görlitzer Synagoge in May. The long awaited reopening of the synagogue
– twice postponed due to the corona pandemic and safety precautions – was celebrated on July 12, 2021,
and was covered by the international press. Whether the sacred space will best be served in the future as
a concert hall, a conference center, or its traditional synagogue function – or a hybrid of all three – is still
the subject of lively debate in and outside the city. This book aims to bring some clarity to that discussion,
through detailed discussions of its history so far.
This book does not aim to chronicle the Jewish history of Görlitz, about which several works already exist,
albeit in German. Surprisingly little has been written about the New Synagogue, and until this book, nothing
in English. Our goal is to show the synagogue from several angles: its architectural concept, its function
during the 27 years it served as the synagogue of the Jewish community (1911–1939), the six years under
Nazi rule (1939–1945), the retransfer under the Soviets (1945–1949), its administration under the Jewish
Community of Dresden (1949–1963), under the Görlitz Stadtrat (city council) under the GDR (1963–1990),
and under the Görlitz Stadtrat after German reunification (1991 to the present). It is about style, religion,
politics, history, finances, but above all about the discussion by the responsible state administration
concerning what purpose should and can be allocated to the synagogue in Görlitz.
A clear vision has been elusive for about 80 years, and perhaps only now, as the synagogue turns 110,
is there some light on the horizon. Most people were dissatisfied with the continuing lethargic posturing,
the petty bickering, the lack of resolve, and the painful projections of self-image onto what perhaps should
have been a simple decision (the most direct of all). Of course, various forms of antisemitism also played an
historic role here and there. The present compromise, long in the making, may ultimately be the best under
the circumstances. The future will tell.
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תֹוכם׃
ָֽ וְ ָעׂשּו ִלי ִמ ְק ָּדׁש וְ ָׁש ַכנְ ִּתי ְּב
Then have them make a sanctuary for Me,
and I will dwell among them.
Exodus 25:8
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This book is dedicated to the Jewish communities of Görlitz throughout the centuries – and to their descendants, wherever their fate may have taken them.
My humble thanks to the Creator of us all.
Alex Jacobowitz, Bet Knesset Görlitz, January 2022

 טבת תשפ"ב, בית כנסת גרליץ,’אלכס יעקובוביץ
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A Sanctuary for the People
by Rabbi Zsolt Balla

ֹאמרּו ָֽלְך׃
ְ אביָך וְ יַ ּגֵ ְדָך זְ ֵקנֶ יָך וְ י
ִ ָ עֹולם ִּבינּו ְׁשנֹות ּדֹר־וָ דֹר ְׁש ַאל
ָ זְ כֹר יְ מֹות
“Remember the days of old, understand the years of each generation. Ask your father and he will tell you; your elders and
they will explain it to you.” (Deuteronomy 32:7)
The Torah obligates us to explore our history. Only if we value our history and learn about it can we understand what
role we have to fulfill in society. We, people living in Germany in the 21st century, have a special obligation to learn
about our history. A house, even if it’s merely wood and stones, can be built to fulfill the words of the Torah:
“They shall build for me a Sanctuary, and I will dwell amongst them” (Exodus 25:8)תֹוכם
ָֽ ּב
ְ וְ ָׁש ַכנְ ִּתימ ְק ָּדׁש
ִ לי
ִ וְ ָעׂשּו
A Sanctuary is not built so that God can live in it. It is built in order that we, the people, can feel God’s presence.
We need the physical aspects of a building to be able to understand that we humans need the divine. The presence
of a House of God obligates us to try to listen to the voice of morality. It is therefore understandable, why one of the
first steps taken to annihilate Jewish presence from Germany was to destroy synagogues all through the country during
the terrible pogrom of the 9th of November 1938.
Today there are only two synagogues in Saxony that survived that fatal night: the Brody Synagogue in Leipzig, and the
New Synagogue in Görlitz. The Leipzig synagogue, even if in a limited fashion, continued to function even under the
German Democratic Republic. But after the Shoah, the Jewish community in Görlitz no longer existed. The city was left
with a once majestic house of gathering, a witness of a once thriving community, which was proud to have this beautiful building as its crown jewel. Yet it was standing desolate. Nobody expected that Jewish life would return to Saxony.
But it did. And this obligates us not to let the history of the Jews of Görlitz disappear into oblivion. Remembrance and
researching into the synagogue’s history played an important role in the historic decision of the city to renovate it and
give it back its righteous place amongst the historical landmarks of the region.
This book is a living memory, brought to life by the extensive and thorough research of Alex Jacobowitz. It is our
responsibility to remember the days of old, not just simply in order not to forget, but rather to bring forth new life.
May this beautiful publication help to build a bridge between the past and the future, paving the way further ahead for
a flourishing Jewish communal life in Saxony and synagogues, once again filled with the sound of prayer.
Rabbi Zsolt Balla, born in Budapest in 1979, is the State Rabbi of Saxony
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Bringing Jewish Life Back to Görlitz
by Dr. Nora Goldenbogen

This opulent book by Alex Jacobowitz on the New Synagogue in Görlitz extensively documents the beauty of this building,
which was erected 110 years ago. The numerous beautiful photographic illustrations reflect both the excellent restoration
of the building since 2013 and the preceding phases of securing the building, which did not always match the magnitude
of the task. Above all, however, this book illustrates the eventful and ultimately tragic history of the Jewish house of worship, which was consecrated in 1911 still with great participation of the Görlitz city community. At that time and again today,
the restored Görlitz synagogue radiates the pride and the great, hopeful aspiration with which the Jewish community of
that time had its house of worship built. The prehistory of the Görlitz community, some of its outstanding personalities as
well as other architectural testimonies of the Jewish history of Görlitz are also traced in words and pictures by the author
Alex Jacobowitz. At the same time, readers also learn a great deal about the darkest chapter of Jewish history in the city.
At that time, it seemed as if Jewish life in Görlitz had been extinguished forever. The few Jewish survivors who still lived
in the city and the surrounding area in the years after 1945 could not and perhaps did not want to link up with the
past. Above all, the scholarly contributions by Alexandra Klei and Steffen Heidrich* in the present book document this
historical phase precisely and vividly on the basis of thorough source analyses. Last but not least, the book also reflects
the intensive efforts of the author to bring Jewish life back to Görlitz in the present 21st century. He is to be wished
success in this endeavor.
Dr. Nora Goldenbogen, Chairwoman of the Saxony Association of Jewish Communities
*Only in the German version
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Synagogue, 2021
Andreas (Isak) Neumann-Nochten
150 x 100 cm
Acrylic on canvas
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l e f t : The ten windows have been refurbished. The Ten Commandments – formerly between the two lions above – not yet.

Timeline 1300–1945

1348–1349
The Plague

14. Jh.
1307

First settlement of Jews in Görlitz
Jews and Non-Jews live in the
Judengasse

1325
1364
1389

Jewish Cemetery, Mikvah & Synagogue
Re-Establishment after the Plague
Expulsion through Johann,
the Duke of Görlitz 

1847

Jews are again allowed to
settle in all areas of Prussia,
but Görlitz resists.

1849

Establishment of a new Jewish
community with two members

1850
1853

Establishment of a Jewish cemetery
Building of the Old Synagogue
(Langen Street)

1869

The “Law Concerning Equal Rights for Religious
Denominations in Civil and Civic Matters”
guarantees equality for Jews in all parts of Prussia.
Abolition of the Jewish oath

1914–1918

World War I

1870

Old Synagogue (Langen Street) is
consecrated again

1880

643 Jews in Görlitz

1909

Start of construction of the
New Synagogue in Otto-Müller-Street

1911
1921

Dedication of the synagogue
Memorial plaque for the fallen
Jewish soldiers of World War I

Transfer of power to the National Socialists
The Nuremberg Racial Laws
Kristallnacht

1933
1935
1938

1931
1932
1933

600 Jews live in Görlitz

1939

134 Jews in Görlitz

Ritual slaughter is prohibited
376 Jews live in Görlitz

Sale of the organ to the

1939–1945
World War II
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Boniface Church (Zgorzelec)

1940 Last service in the Synagogue
1943–1945 Görlitz concentration camp
1945
Only two Jews live in Görlitz

Timeline 1946–2022
Founding of East Germany

1949

1949

Görlitz, west of the Neisse,

the Jewish Community of Dresden

1951

falls to today’s Saxony,
east of the Neisse to Poland,

Josef Stalin dies on March 5

War crimes trial in Görlitz

1952
1953

The June 17, 1953 Uprising
The fall of East Germany

Gravestone for the victims of the
Görlitz concentration camp unveiled;

today’s Zgorzelec

The Slánsky-Trial

Soviets assign the synagogue to

1989

1953

Jewish Community of Dresden
decides to sell the synagogue

1957

First attempt to sell to the city of Görlitz
fails; further deterioration of the synagogue

1963

Second attempt of sale is successful

1991

European Meeting and Information Center 		
(EBIZ e. V.) moves into the synagogue

German Reunification

1990

1993

Completion of the construction work
to secure the dome

1994

Conference on Jewish Material Claims
against Germany sues the city of Görlitz

2001
2002
2004
2005
2008

EBIZ e. V. becomes insolvent and is dissolved

2012
2013

Synagogue is declared a national monument

The city allows max. 20 visitors
Founding Förderkreis Görlitzer Synagoge e. V.
Founding Jewish Community Görlitz e. V.
Reopening of the synagogue with 230 seats

Synagogue closed for renovations
The hut on the property of the Catholic
Church turns out to be a hospital barrack 		
of the former concentration camp Biesnitzer
Grund.

2017
2020

Last construction phase
Restorations finished
Stadtrat votes to rebuild the Star of David

2019–2022
Covid-19 pandemic

Reopening postponed due to pandemic

2021
2022

Reopening in July
Estimated reconstruction of Star of David

Timeline
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In large parts of Europe in the Middle Ages, Jews had to take an oath about the
truthfulness of their testimony in court cases they were obliged to testify in. This
led to a legal dilemma – the so-called Judeneid (Jewish oath). Since Jews traditionally would not swear on the Christian scriptures, they were allowed to swear on
the Torah and Talmud. Over time, the Judeneid turned into a clearly anti-Semitic
form of public mockery and ridicule, a method of discriminating against Jews over
the centuries in many European countries. The first written record of the Judeneid
in German was found in Görlitz and dates from the 12th century, suggesting that
Jews were already resident in Görlitz a century before its first official mention.
In the Shulchan Aruch, a compendium of Jewish law by Joseph Caro from the 16th
century, it is written that a Jewish community – if there is only enough money
available for either a synagogue or a mikvah (ritual bath), must first buy the ritual bath and should pray in other places until the congregation is ready to buy
and/or build a synagogue. We assume that that is what the Görlitz Jews did.

a b o v e : The Görlitz Judenprivileg,
end of the 14th century, Ratsarchiv

From about the year 1071, the first known documentary mention of the city
of Görlitz, the area changed hands several times, and was alternately Sorbian,
Saxon, Prussian, Bohemian, Polish, Silesian, and so on. The first tentative efforts

Görlitz

a b o v e r i g h t : The “Jews’ Street”
sign in Görlitz

to establish a Jewish community there began in 1329, after Görlitz came back
under Bohemian rule, and King John of Luxembourg confirmed the settlement of
Jews for the first time, although apparently some Jews had lived there before. As in
so many other European cities, the Jews were blamed for the plague, insulted as
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r i g h t : Judeneid, manuscript of the
Schwabenspiegel, manuscript Brussels
14689-91, f. 204r, from the workshop
of Diebold Lauber, around 1425

poisoners of wells, and expelled. The Jewish community of Görlitz, destroyed between 1349 and 1350,
returned around 1380, built a new Judengasse, a Jewish Ring and the synagogue on Nikolai Street – only to
be expelled again in 1389. They were tolerated again in
1391, only to be expelled again in 1395. The settlement
of Jews in Görlitz was thereafter forbidden for more
than 450 years, until the Prussian equality law of 1847.
In the same year a Jewish community was founded
again in Görlitz. The city fought against this law in
court, but lost their appeal two years later.
In the 16th century, the situation for the Jews in Görlitz improved a little: Jewish merchants were allowed
to spend the night from Wednesday to Thursday in
the city once a week. If they wanted to stay longer,
they had to agree to convert to Christianity and be
baptized.

The early history
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